German Department receives two 2022 Magic Flash Grants

The German Department received not one, but two of this year's David A Gardner '69 Magic Flash Grant for Innovation, awarded by the Humanities Council.

The first grant goes to faculty members Barbara Nagel and Sara Poor for their project, “Arriving in the Present: Transcultural Perspectives in Contemporary German-Speaking Contexts.”

The second flash grant goes to graduate student Dennis Schäfer. Dennis will use the grant to work on holdings pertaining to Bettina von Arnim, a major figure in German Romanticism, that are housed in the Morgan Library. The Dannie and Hettie Heineman Collection possesses a panoply of letters, compositions, and personal effects that all belonged to Bettina von Arnim and that have been lying dormant at the Morgan Library for years. Dennis will digitize the collection and make it accessible for future researchers and students interested in von Arnim’s life and work.

Announcement on Humanities Council Homepage:
https://humanities.princeton.edu/2022/06/02/council-awards-2022-flash-grants/

Call for Magic Flash Grants:
https://humanities.princeton.edu/funding-opportunities/magic-grants-for-innovation/2022-flash-grants-call-for-proposals/